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Winter in the Alps
Briefcase Layout with
Märklin “Z” Gauge Train Set
N88315 $2,789.50

Made in Germany

What Would Christmas Be Without a Train Set..!
It seems that we have offered a different version of these Briefcase Train Layouts just about every year. We
love ‘em! And what’s not to enjoy here? They delight young and old, alike. They are a wonderful alternative
to long distance travel: you can go to the Alps right on your desk, and save that carbon footprint of flying.
We offer two sets with identical layouts in Marklin “Z” scale, both Winter and Summer (inside) in the Alps,
the smallest truly functioning model trains made!
See inside for details...
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ou will have to pardon the skimpiness of this catalog, but as you are aware, the “supply chain”
has been totally choked up this fall. We have been waiting for shipments, delayed for literally
months(!) in various harbors, not to mention entire shipments lost by FedEX and UPS. What this
all means is that we may be sold out of some things, given the stock we have, but if you are not hysterical
about holiday gifting, and are a bit patient, we’ll get your toys to you when we get ‘em! This Covid pandemic has altered just about everything, including not having enough people to deal with business as we
knew it. One of the amusing highlights in this catalog are the “beer-can” cars we put in. Crude as hell, but
very evocative. We love ‘em. Hope you do too. So, here’s wishing you the best possible, healthy Holidays,
with the hope we can steer out of this Covid crisis next year!

ere we offer two sets with identical layouts in Marklin “Z” scale, both
Winter and Summer in the Alps, the smallest truly functioning model
trains made! They have a double loop of road, going through a tunnel and
over a bridge, with a switch to a spur. Mountains and lake. The train station and the
houses are illuminated on the inside. The layout can be operated either with a 9V
battery or with the included power supply. The train shown in breifcase is not
included. *Instead you get an entire Märklin “Z” Gauge Starter Set (left), complete
with track and transformer, in the event you want to run the train outside the Briefcase. This makes it twice the fun and a fabulous Deal! We only have 3 Summer layouts,
and 3 Winter layouts. So hurry! Happy Holidays!

Only

3
Each!

Here are the product details:
· Structured hard foam layout,
completely decorated
· One train circuit, ready
to be assembled
· Control box with a
train controller
· Illuminated houses
· Ready-to-run railway
layout in an aluminum briefcase
22 ¼” x 17 ¼” x 6 ¼”

We only have 3
Layouts Each

Made in Germany

*You get an entire Märklin “Z” Gauge Starter
Set (bottom), complete with track and transformer, in the event you want to run the
train outside the Briefcase. This makes it
twice the fun and a fabulous Deal!
Happy Holidays!

81701

512 x 402 mm
21” x 16”
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Summer in the Alps
Briefcase Layout with
Märklin “Z” Gauge Train Set
N88310 $2,789.50
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Märklin Metall Constructor Series Once upon a time, Märklin made a bunch of construction sets,
under the name “Metall.” They were not dissimilar to our Erector Sets, only more colorful. More importantly, in addition they made auto and truck and airplane kits, that were originally all in parts, in a box, and
you had to screw ‘em together. Gorgeous, large models, that if you had one as a kid, you were definitely
“King of the Sandbox…” They were expensive, ergo, rare. They each had massive wind-up motors, gears,
and steering. Doors opened, even headlights! So here are all of what we scrounged together for this holiday
party. All are brand-new and have been hoarded for years…

Schuco MiroRacers 1:45 Scale With this small, heavy, beautifully realized MicroRacer, Schuco, in
1954, began the single most successful “family” of products in its history. All share the same running gear:
simple open-wheeled racing die-cast components, tires, rubber bumper, clockwork and so forth! Done in
the die-cast-making process, many small and intricate shapes can be made fairly rapidly and with great accuracy. The basic metal component is zinc. All Lilliput Micro-Racer castings are hand-trimmed, burnished, pickled, and then primed and painted with automotive paints to the RAL color standards.

Mercedes Benz
300SL 13 ¼” long
M1092 $429.50
20th Anniversary Gold & Silver Jaguar Limited Edition of 200
A matched pair of one Gold-plated and one Silver-plated Jaguar XKE. Serially numbered, from 1 to 200.
The pair comes in a special, commemorative wooden box, complete with certificate of authenticity. You’ll
want these for your collection, for sure! Powerful wind-up motor with tailpipe steering, rubber bumper
and stop-go lever at rear. Cars are 4 ¾” long and 4 ½ oz each. Box is 6 ¼” x 5 ¼” x 3”.
1047/1GS $159.50

Mercedes Benz W196
12 ¼” long
M1102 $429.50

Mercedes Benz
SSK 15” long
M1103 $595.50

1957 Ford Custom 300 Micro-Racer #1045
We unearthed these fabulous Ford Custom 300’s,
which have not been made for over 30 years! Rare
indeed. The only American prototype that Schuco
made in the MicroRacer series. We have them in
the three colors shown. Complete with key, in
individual boxes. 4 ½” long, 115g;
Deutsche Bundes
Postal Truck 15 ¼” long
M1990 $535.50
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#1045S
#1045B
#1045BC
#1045G

(Black/Sliver)
(Blue/Lt. Blue)
(Blue/Créme)
(Lt. Green/White)

$39.50
$39.50
$39.50
$39.50

Mercedes Benz 220S
Micro-Racer #1038
138mm, 160g 1038B $39.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Doggie Bank with “Rover”
Wind up this bank, then put your hardearned money in Rover’s bowl, and
Rover rushes out of his doghouse
and paws your money away
into his doghouse. Key is
included. Made of lithographed tin, in a colorful
box. 4 ½” x 4 ¼” x 4 ¾”
BF30310 $38.50
Robot Lilliput
This is a classic! Fabulous,
all mechanical, wind-up
litho tin-plate robot, that
walks, with arms moving and
leans forward. Comes with
colorful box. 6 ½” tall
DBS1004 $42.50

Paya Drunk in Cart 1934
Known as Paya’s original
“Carrito Romper.” Made in
Spain with original Paya tools
dating back to 1934. Wind
this guy up and his cart goes
crazily rolling off. (The
wheels are off-center on
the axles, making for
funny, drunken
motion). Comes in
original Paya box
with certificate.
5 ½” tall
BF9520
$129.50

Jumping Rabbit w. Young 1923
Known as Paya’s original “Conejo Saltador,” this
toy dates back to 1923. When you move the lever,
the rabbit with two young leaps in a long arch, forwards and back. Comes in original Paya box with
certificate. 4” long BF3600 $69.50

Tin Isetta Totally cool little litho tinplate Isetta
with a wind-up motor. You can even set the steering to make the lil’ bugger cut circles! Comes complete with wind-up key, in a little, colorful box.
3” x 1 ½” x 2” BF2080 $18.50

Hippies on Tour w. VW Bus This VW Bus
makes it around the whole world! Paris, London,
Arizona, Pisa, Washington DC, and Sydney landscape… Comes in a colorful box. Track measures
10” x 6”, the VW Bus 1 ¾” DBS2900 $39.50

Little Red Accordion
A finely crafted little accordion
that your young one can learn
the pleasure of making music
on. Comes complete with
instruction and song booklet.
7 ½” wide ACDN $49.50

Lilliput Elektro-Marino Boats
Fabulous, funky toy boats are a
variation on the original Schuco
“Elektro-Cabino 5511” series.
All plastic, with an electric
motor. You need a set of penlite
batteries, and you’re all set. Fill
the tub, set the rudder, and
watch out! They run just great.
A little vaseline on the gears and
shaft (dry ‘em out after use) and
they’ll run a long time.
Each is about 8 ½” long.
696 (Speed Boat assort. colors);
694 (Police Boat) $15.50 each
4
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Classic Kazoo
Anyone can be musical with a kazoo, so why
not get a couple? All metal. One
original kazoo, in a gift box. 5 ½” long
KAZ02 $7.50
Village Well A very unique and functioning village well. Wind it up and watch the man pumping
water, REALLY..! You fill about half inch of water
into the trough, and a little bit into the top of the
pump, then wind him up and watch him pump
the water. And unless you have a tiny bucket under
the nozzle, then the water just spills down into
the trough again. Be careful not to over-wind
the mechanism. Beautifully color lithographed tin. Comes in box. 8 ¾” x 4” x 6”
WAG900 $79.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Jack-in-the-Box An all-time classic. Beautifully
made of lithographed and embossed tin, with a
cloth Jack. Crank the handle to the music of “Pop
goes the Weasel,” and the jack will jump out and
surprise you! 5 ½” x 5 ½” SCJB $39.50

“CONSUL” the Educated Monkey
Here is one computer that makes
multiplication FUN. Slide his feet
to a number on the left, say the
“4” and the right foot to the “9”,
and wow, he’s got the answer
(36) in his hands! All litho tinplate, measures 5 ½” x 6” and
comes in a window box.
DBS0100777 $39.50

Bird Bank
Originally made by Bolz in Germany, and when
they shuttered, a friend in India took over the production. Place a coin into the holder in front, turn
the crank on the side, and the wood-pecker comes
out, grabs the coin in his beak and deposits it inside. Wonderful! Has a key to unlock the bottom
to retrieve the coins. 5 ½” x 4” x 5 ½”
BF30210 $42.50

Woodworker’s Tool Cabinet Wowee… You owe this to your child! It just doesn’t get any better than
this. When I was a kid, I would have killed for a set of tools in a cabinet like this. All high quality steel
tools, with wooden handles, without a whiff of plastic anywhere. Meant for fretwork and model building,
with wood as the base material. There are 26 tools, including saws, drills, chisels, files, vise, etc., in this
cabinet, that swings open with two doors in the front. The cabinet is also made of wood. Measures 13” x
14” x 2 ½” closed, 26” x 14” x 1 ¼” opened, 5 lbs 13 oz. PEB406 $159.50
6
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Steel Safe with Alarm What every child needs
to keep treasures safe! Sturdy, all metal construction, has combination lock and alarm when door
opens. 8 ½” tall NSSA $46.50
UFO Flying Saucer
Fabulous all colorfully lithographed
tinplate flying saucer launcher with
flying saucers. Nothing plastic here!
These are wonderful, just like when
I was a kid back in the 1950’s.
We all love this unit. Comes with
flying saucer spares, ‘cuz you know
they’re gonna get lost. So, you get a
launcher with two saucers and an
additional box with three more.
Go out and go crazy! These are fun.
Saucers measure 4” Ø
DBS130131 $26.50

Motorcyclist “Josef”
This gorgeous, lithographed tinplate, motorcycle with rider, is
the first new tin toy Wagner of
Germany has produced in over
ten years! Has a powerful friction motor, and scoots right
along. Comes in colorfully labeled
box and measures 6 ½” long.
WAG007 $29.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Singvogel A real stunner! As gorgeous to look at
as to hear and watch perform! Made of beautifully
lithographed tinplate, with a sturdy clockwork
mechanism driving it. Wind the bird up with the
key, flip the switch under its tail feathers, and listen
to it singing, while the beak, head, wings, and tail,
all move..! One of the more spectacular litho-tinplate toys we’ve found in ages. Pricey but well
worth it… With colorful box. 8” x 3” 5.2 oz
DBS7065 $89.50

Globe Rocket Ride Carousel Wind the lever
on the base and make it turn, sending the chainmounted rockets out in a wide orbit around earth.
Great fun! 8 ¼” tall, 5” Ø JW553 $36.50

Toadstool with Gnomes A toadstool with four
gnomes that fly merrily around after you wind it
up. Made in Germany by Bergmann, one of the old
tin toy makers. 3” x 5 ½”
DBS0110 $39.50

Palm Tree with Monkeys A palm tree with six
monkeys that fly merrily around after you wind up
the mechanism, on the bottom. Made in Germany
by Bergmann. 4 ½” x 5 ½” DBS0120 $39.50

Duck on Trike
Wind him up and he
putts off spinning a
colorful propeller.
Much copied in
China, this is the real
thing! 8” tall
JW284 $32.50

Gondola Swing
Terrific wind-up motor
powered swing, that rocks
four gondolas with two gleeful kids in each, back and
forth. 8 ¾” x 4” x 6 ½”
JW400 $46.50

Old-Style Carnival Carousel Colorful wind-up
carousel that will bring you back to the old days.
Made in Germany by Bergmann, one of the old tin
toy makers. 7 ½” x 6” Ø WAG600 $59.50
8
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Cape Horn Anchor
Heavy polished, solid brass
model of an anchor. Makes
a great paperweight!
6” x 4 ¼” x 3 ¾”
AC006 $49.00
Mariner’s Compass
First known use of a
mariner’s compass was in
1594. Used in navigation that
consists of parallel magnetic needles.
This beautiful piece is made of polished
aluminum. 3 ½” Ø
FCO019 $79.00
America This 19th-century schooner was the first
winner of the America’s Cup international sailing trophy. On 22 August 1851 ‘America’ won
the Royal Yacht Squadron’s 53 mile regatta
around the Isle of Wight by 18 minutes!
The Squadron’s “One Hundred Sovereign Cup” was sometimes mistakenly
known here as the “One Hundred
Guinea Cup” and was later named
for the winning yacht. Ergo the
“America’s Cup”. A beautiful
model, built plank on frame
with cotton sails.
33” x 5 ½” x 28”
AS137 $259.50
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Bronze Sextant in Case Victorian explorers and surveyors had
one tucked in their kit. Made of beautifully patinated bronze, you
may, sort of, actually shoot the sun, although this is more a decorative
than functional piece. A beautiful and intricate, miniature instrument, with a long and storied history. Comes in a gorgeous wooden
case. 4” x 4” x 2 ¼” KA032 $132.00
Fitzroy’s Storm Glass
In 1859, violent storms struck
the British Isles. In response, the
British Crown distributed storm
glasses, then known as "FitzRoy's storm barometers," to
many small fishing communities
around the British Isles that
were to be consulted by ships at
port before setting sail. The degree to which the liquid inside
the orb crystalizes is supposed to
be predictive of weather conditions. measures 3 ½” tall
SD001 $29.50

Small French Vaugondy
1745 Globe in Box
Father, Gilles Robert de
Vaugondy, and son,
Didier Robert de
Vaugondy, were the
leading mapmakers in
France during the
1700’s. This exquisite
terrestrial globe is a
wonderful little treasure.
5 ½” globe Ø and the beautiful
round box measures 6” x 6”.
GL027 $29.50

Marble Calendar
An early, simple pocket calculator from an era when 50
years were akin to perpetual. Its
origin goes back some 500 years.
Etched solid brass perpetual calendar mounted in solid polished
marble. Great paper-weight. Gift
packaged. 3” Ø
BC006 $39.00

Brass Desk Bell
Very handsome, good sounding,
hand-turned, sand-cast solid
brass bell mounted on a wooden
base. Comes in a nice packaging and measures a large
5 ¼” x 4 ¼”. You won’t
be disappointed.
Great gift idea.
AC100 $69.00

Small Brass Compass
Handy little all brass compass
with a highly visible,
black card. The case
has a lid and lanyard
swivel. Comes giftboxed. 2 ½” Ø
CO002 $26.00

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Savoy Pocket Watch
Collecting interesting and
beautiful watches has
grown into a popular pastime. A gift for one’s self or
a thoughtful cadeau for a
loved one! Handsome
pocket watch with
solid brass case
and antiqued,
maritime dial.
2”Ø x ½” x 3”
SC057
$79.50

Victorian Pocket Watch
Solid brass case, with aged
dial, pocket- potato has a
quartz movement. Handsome, and accurate, and best
of all, given where prices
for antiques have
gone, affordable!
2”Ø x ½” x 3”
SC058
$79.50

Navy Clock Modeled after WWII US Navy ships
clocks, the hinged front bezel opens so you can set
the time, and back in the day, wind it. We love this
clock, even if it is with a quartz movement. The
dial is as authentic as we’d want it. Especially the
numbers! Graphically beautiful. Has a cast aluminum housing that’s been hand-buffed and polished. 6 ¾” Ø x 4” SC048 $189.00

Monkey’s Fist
Shackle Key Fob
5” long
FW003
$23.00

French Coat Hook
Brand-new, heavy, behind-thedoor, coat hooks that make sense.
Hang your coat and hat on this hook and you
won’t look rumpled anymore. Beautifully made of
polished bronze. 15” wide, 11 ½” tall,
5 ½” deep. 2 lbs 2 oz TH003 $89.00

Astrolabium The quartz skeleton movement, ensuring accuracy and aesthetics, drives this highly
complex timepiece. The time is indicated on the
white dial. The rotation of the Earth indicates the
12 signs of the Zodiac, month and days, on the
cylinder dial. Moon circles Earth every 29 ½ days
while rotating on its axis once in that time. Earth
rotates on its axis every 24 hours. It takes a whole
year for Earth to turn around the Sun. Richard
Hermle designed this fabulous and wonderful
timepiece on the eve of his clock-making career,
his last hurrah… Mounted on a black lacquered
wooden base, with a hand-blown crystal glass
dome. Uses one “C” battery. 9” x 9” x 12”
H2987 $2,750.00
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Opera Glass A design popular during the Victorian era, these fully functional small opera glasses
have both ornamental and practical value. An appealing gift for those with an interest in theatre or
iconic visual aids, and an attractive display object
for interiors themed around these subjects. Polished silver-colored, solid brass. 4 ½” x 4 ¼” x 2”
KA034 $169.00

Art Deco Flight Clock An exact reproduction of
a 1930s Art Deco flight clock. Hand-cast airplane
made of aluminum and polished. Has a quartz
movement.
A real classic!
14” x 2 ¾” x 4 ½”
AP104 $119.00

World Clock Very interesting
“world clock” consisting of three
separate bronze clocks mounted
on a heavy bronze base. You may
set the time on each, to wherever
in the world you want to know
the time. Old fashioned and
funky-cool, this would be a
great conversation piece in
your office, and handy
next to your bedside.
8 ¾” x 2 ¾” x 6 ¾”
SC0622 $249.00

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Ellery Knight Note Cards II
A Baker's Dozen assortment of
Ellery's brilliant product drawings from our earliest catalog
days. Ellery was the artist of the
drawings in our early catalog
days. You’ll get thirteen note
cards with matching envelopes
on heavy, creamy stock. Time to
dunk more ink! 4 ¼" x 5 ½"
T134 $14.50

Quill Pen Set Okay, it’s a
feather with a bunch of nibs,
along with a wooden stylus.
Comes in a handsome cardboard
case with a black French finish
within. Comes complete with a
bottle of black ink. Start writing!
3 ¼” x 10” x 2 ½”
MG118 $49.50
Gee-Bee Squadron Mobile A delightful mobile
of four colorful Gee-Bee Model R Super Sportsters. Hand-painted wooden/metal planes attached
to stainless steel wires and nylon to keep them in
constant graceful motion. 24” x 32” long
AP127 $129.50

Phrenology Head PHRENOLOGY; the branch
of inquiry that deals with the shape and size of the
cranium as supposed indicators of character and
mental faculties... All in all, 48 categories, were
drawn precisely on the Head. Made of fine crackle
glazed porcelain. Gift boxed. 12” tall
MG020 $98.50

Desk Magnifier Perfect for
studying old photographs or
fine print! Just set it on
whatever you want to
study. The three legs make
it the right height for you
to study you work without
needing to hold the magnifier. Made of polished
silver-colored brass with
glass. 5 1/3”Ø x 3 ½”
AC045 $92.00
Brass 3 Minute
Sandglass
Polished brass
with glass and pure
white sand, once
used for measuring
a ship’s speed, and
now used for
boiling eggs.
1 ½” Ø x 3 ¾”
HG001 $39.00
14

Miner’s Oil Lamp This little
beauty is made of solid, heavy
bronze. Oil fired, naturally,
making it the perfect little lamp
for when the power goes out.
Comes boxed, with a wick already in place. 10 ¼” x 4” Ø
SL109 $189.00

Order Online: www.lilmoco.com

The Solar System Gazing at the night sky we wonder about the scope and beauty of the universe.
When we look, at the right times, we see our planetary neighbors, and marvel at our solar system. To celebrate this anniversary year of our moon landing, we thought we’d offer up this stunningly beautiful solar
system mobile. There they are, all eight planets and Pluto, with the sun at the center. The globes are made
with hand-applied gores, in the colors as viewed by our space satellites from earth. Not only educational,
but really gorgeous and large. Perfect to hang in a bedroom or playroom. Measures 20” x 53” x 18”.
GL061 $129.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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Constellation Sleek and powerful, the Constellation set a
number a of speed and distance records. You’ll want this
gorgeous model. All the rivets and zeus-fasteners are etched
into the metal. The model comes with a heavy cast
and polished display pylon. You’ll love it.
27 ½” length, 29 ½” wingspan
AP458 $839.50

All Polished Bare
Metal Crafted Beauty

WWII Mustang Desk Model
Legions of soldiers whiling their
time away in desolate trenches
during the World Wars created a
special kind of folk art, which
became known as trench art.
Our iconic aluminum desk
fighter Mustang plane is an exact
copy of WWII original trench
art models. The original was
probably crafted by a plane mechanic, stationed on an isolated
British airfield. 6 1/3” x 6” x 6 1/3”
AP098 $69.50
16

Autour du Monde
Desktop Super-Connie mounted
on the top of the world. Made
of solid, cast aluminum, ready to
grace your desk, allowing you to
dream about the romance of
travel, now gone.
8 ¼” x 10 ½” x 7”
AP103A $89.50

Order Online: www.lilmoco.com

Spitfiire Desktop Model
Legions of soldiers whiling their
time away in desolate trenches
during the World Wars created a
special kind of folk art, which
became known as trench art.
This iconic aluminum Spitfire is
an exact copy of the WWII
original trench art model. The
original was probably crafted by
a plane mechanic, stationed on
an isolated British airfield.
7 ½” x 8” x 5 ¾”
AP099 $69.50

P-51 Mustang After attending the Reno Air
Races in September again, I was thrilled when this
fabulous new model arrived at our door. Great,
big, all polished bare-metal model of America’s
pride and joy. The aircraft that probably turned the
war in Europe. Designed in 1940 by Edgar
Schmued, and built 102 days later by North American Aviation! More than 15,000 were built, and
during WWII Mustang pilots claimed to have destroyed 4,950 enemy aircraft! The unit cost in
1945—you’ll laugh—was $50,985. Originally
powered by an Allison V-12, liquid cooled engine,

with RH rotation, and when it didn’t have enough
oomph, the Rolls Royce Merlins were installed.
She was armed with six .50 cal. M2/AN Browning
machine guns. She had a wingspan of 37’, length
32’ 3”, with a constant-speed, variable-pitch Hamilton Standard prop with a 11’ 2”Ø. This fantastic,
large all-metal model, has retractable landing gear,
opening canopy, with a full cockpit, and turning
propeller. Comes with a stand, or drop the gear.
29½” wingspan, 25 ¾” length, 3½ lbs
AP459 $859.00

Spitfire This legendary British fighter plane was
introduced in 1936. The short-range, high-performance, single-seat aircraft gained notoriety in
defense against Luftwaffe attacks during the Battle
of Britain in 1940. As a mainstay of the Royal Air
Force Fighter Command its speed and maneuverability were essential to carrying out its missions
across the European and South-East Asian WWII
theaters. This large model is made of all metal, and
will become the favorite in your collection, for
sure. measures 9 ½” x 11 ¾” x 2 2/3”
AP456 $859.00

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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1950’s Replica Indy Spindizzy Tether Race Car
Fabulous, highly polished, cast aluminum model of a 50’s
spindizzy. This is a non-functioning model. Doesn’t have a
motor, and doesn’t steer, although it rolls along very smartly
on its big rubber tires. You’ll love it, and so will the grandkids. Pretty much indestructible too. Does have exhaust
pipe, steering wheel and brake lever, along with red leather
seat. This classically reproduced car measures 12 ¼” long
5 ¼” wide, 1 ¾ lbs PC010R $199.50
SILBERPFEIL (Silver Arrow) Black
An all cast polished bare metal copy of
the famous Dooling Brothers spindizzy,
closely modeled after the famous Mercedes Benz Silberpfeile of the early 1930’s.
About a thousand of these were originally
made by the Dooling Bros., and they’re highly
prized and unaffordable today. Black with red
leather seat. 12¼” long PC014B $219.50

A SHORT HISTORY In the world of miniature model race cars, B. B. Korn Specialty Products Mfg.

Bantam Midget Spindizzy
Fabulous and beautiful display model
of a late 1930’s tether car. No, this
doesn’t have a model airplane
motor to run it, but when you
pop the hood, you’ll find a
dummy motor, with clutch
and driveshaft..! Wooden
chassis, aluminum body
with brass fastenings, and
spoke wheels with rubber
tires. Riveted windscreen
and leather seat, machineturned dash, and working steering!
19” x 8 ¾ x 7”, 4 lbs 4.6 oz
PC012 $599.50
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Co. products were the elite! Design, durability, and craftsmanship were second to none. These cars are still
highly sought after by novice and advanced collectors alike. If any miniature race car had a “magical” aura,
one would have to consider the B. B. Korn Indianapolis a likely prospect. At 20 ½” long, the “Indy” was a
large car. The first “Indy” cars, produced in 1940, were cast aluminum with louvered sheet aluminum
hoods and belly pan. These were top-of-the-line cars and so were their prices, at $49.50, less engine! A subsequent version of the Indy car made of more competitive lightweight magnesium was offered in September 1940 for $53.50. Pressure pump, brake handle, steering wheel, upholstered seat, simulated
instrument panel, and windshield were, with the exception of an “optional” hood scoop, all standard
equipment for the completely assembled car. Every Indianapolis car was personally assembled by hand and
serially numbered by Barney Korn and an assistant.
They could be purchased polished or
painted in any color desired.
B.B Korn “Indy” Tether Car
All cast aluminum, sheet-metal and
brass, this magnificent model has it
all. Big rubber tires, machine turned
dash with gauges, leather upholstery.
Pop the hood, and you’ll see a monster
two cylinder airplane engine dummy.
Even a pressure pump dummy on the side.
20 ½” x 9 ¾” x 7”, & weighs a monster 7 lbs 8 oz
PC013 (Silver) $699.50
PC013G (Green) $699.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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BEER CAN MODELS Crude and very funky, but very desirable models of some real classics. These are
totally Third-World. Fabricated out of metal scraps and hand-painted, in outdoor workshops. Incredibly
interesting that these find their way to our markets, and are even sanctioned and licensed by Volkswagen!
We find them very interesting and desirable, and think they fit into any collection.
BMW Isetta You guys have been
buying the tiny little Isettas
we’ve had in our various catalogs like crazy, so I decided to
make a statement with this
really big model. Very cool,
too! Even the door opens in the
front. Complete with sardine-can
roof and luggage rack with suitcase.
10” x 5 ¼” x 5 ½” HN37267 $139.50

BMW R50 with Side Hack One of the all-time
great motorcycles with side car. Here in the rare
ivory color. Crude as hell and totally terrific model.
It even steers! We have a couple of these actually
running around here in our valley. Great model.
Measures 11 ½” x 4 ½” x 7”.
HN37092 $149.50

Morgan Three-Wheeler Wowee, how often do
you see a model of a three-wheeled Mogie! Terrific,
large model, with that JAP V-twin hanging on the
front. I wish that I would fit into one of these,
since Morgan is building 3-Wheelers again, but am
too damned tall. So, I have to satisfy myself with
this great model. Measures 13” x 4 ¾” x 6 ¾”
HN37827 $159.50

Range Rover Camel Trophy 1:43 scale
Terrific model of the Papua New Guinea Camel
Trophy Range Rover, which comes fully equipped
with roof rack with ramps, spare tires, gas cans, and
toolbox. Comes in a gorgeous clamshell display box.
ALM106 $129.50

Volkswagen Pritsche Classic VW pick-up truck
from the 1950’s, that doesn’t do much other than
display handsomely. Yes it rolls, but no steering,
opening doors or whatever, yet very, very cool.
Large, measuring 12 ½” x 4” x 4 ¾”
HN37502 $139.50
Volkswagen Beetle What need I say about this
venerable auto classic! Still one of the favorites
among auto buffs. Will dress up your office like
not much else! Measures 13 ¼” x 5” x 5”
HN37099 $129.50
World War 1 U-Boot Interesting WW1
Reichsmarine submarine model. Certainly not to
scale, but cool anyway. Plenty of detail and large
enough to be readily seen. Would look
great on your shelf. Measures (on stand)
15 ¾” x 6” x 2 ¼”
HN37623 $119.50

Land Rover Defender Set 1:43 scale
Fabulous set of two “Landys.” The venerable
old 2015 model, and the new 2020 Defender.
Personally I would want to have the 1975
model for my personal use out here in
Nevada, but they are very hard to find! It
seems all of these new vehicles are just too
damned computerized, and being a
Luddite, I want an analog vehicle
for roughing it! These splendid
models come in a clamshell
presentation box.
ALM700 $199.50
1980 Fiat 1107 Nouva
Campagnola 1:43 Scale
Great model of the famous “Popemobile.” Handmade of white metal
by Brooklin Models, England, one of
the very last makers of hand-built
scale cars. Fabulous!
MV001 $329.50
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CMC Exclusive Modelle Cars in 1:18 scale, Stuttgart, Germany
Since 1995, when CMC brought out their very first model car, Count Carlo Trossi’s “Black Prince,” we have
been championing the company for producing absolutely the finest small-scale model cars in the world.
Period! Winners of more than 30 international First Prizes for the best model cars made, seems to justify
what we’ve said from day one. Drawn in Germany by Herbert Nickerl, and made by hand in China under
the direction of the company’s chief, Shuxiao Jia, quality isn’t a question. In fact, every xenophobe should be
ashamed for bashing “Made in China,” as if making stuff in a country other than ours is a bad thing! Just
imagine, if you are able, an aluminum wheel rim, .875” Ø, with cross-laced stainless spokes, where each
spoke has a spoke nipple where it attaches to the rim. That defines not only quality, but also a great deal of
pride. Just imagine a model 9 ½” long made of zinc, stainless steel, leather, wood, rubber, chrome, nickel,
and brass, consisting of well over 1100 individual pieces, and that’s what you get in every one of these exquisite models. (Try making them in the USA, and go broke). Worth twice the price, for sure.

Jaguar C-Type of 1953 1:18 scale
The winning car of Le Mans 1953. The Jaguar racing team dedicated the victory to Queen Elizabeth,
who was enthroned that year. In memory of this
legendary triumph, CMC offers this handcrafted,
intricately-detailed precision replica of this C-Type
in 1:18 scale. Hand built of 1,155 parts, mostly
metal, including the following: all metal body and
chassis. Realistic replica straight six engine complete with all the plumbing and wiring. Metal exhaust ports. Triangular front axle w. hydraulic
shocks, wishbones, all metal transverse torsion bar
suspension. Ditto the rear suspension. Handmade
stainless grill. Detailed cooling system. Detailed
fuel & oil system. Hinged fuel cap and oil-filler
cap. Opening driver’s door on realistic hinges,
leather upholstered seat and head rest. This model
has a removable cloth tonneau cover. Perfectly
crafted wheels with stainless spokes, nipples, on

alloy rims.
Knock-off hubs
with RH/LF
threading. And,
naturally an elegant and brilliant
BR Green paint
job! Of course
these models are
a limited edition
and each is serialized. The model comes in an exquisite gift case complete with hood opening instructions (be careful here), serial certificate/
brochure. Model measures 9” long 3 ¼” wide
CMC195 $659.50

Aston Martin DB4
Zagato 1961
CMC132
$499.50

1:18 scale Made with
1,825 parts! 9.125” long

1931 Mercedes-Benz SSKL
“Weisser Elefant,” Mille Miglia 1:18 Scale
As if combining diecast zinc, stainless steel, leather,
rubber, wood, chrome, nickel, brass and glass, all
in one model only 9 ½” long, weren’t enough, these
guys shot the moon by fitting the stainless spokes
with nipple-stems attaching them to the rims! Even
the steering wheel is wrapped in leather. Rather
than wasting a bunch of space waxing rhapsodic,
I’ll just let you study the detailed photos of this
magnificent tour-de-force long enough for your
eyes to glaze over. Rest assured, you’ll not find
another model as finely detailed, regardless of
price, anywhere. You gotta own Rudolf Caracciola’s
supercharged “White Elephant”…
CMC055 $469.50

Maserati 300S, 1956 1:18 scale
Limited Edition Made from over
1,400 parts! 9”
CMC105 $489.50
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Mercedes Benz W165, 1939 Formula Libre
1:18 scale “Der große Sieger von Tripoli,” the
great winner at Tripoli, 1939. Arguably one of the
most beautiful race car of all times, this model was
stunningly realized by
CMC. More details
than we can mention;
just check out the
spoked wheels! Hood
comes off. Hand-assembled from over 400
individual parts, 8” long
CMC018 $269.50

Ferrari-Lancia D50 Short
Nose 1955 1:18 Scale
Juan Miguel Fangio’s
clinched his 4th World
Championship in this car.
A beautiful model, as all
CMC cars, this is made
with well over 1,000 parts, as
most are. No finer models are
made in this scale. Complete
with presentation box.
CMC180 $539.50
Horten Ho 229 In 1943 the all-wing, jet-propelled Horten Ho 229 ('aitch-oh-two-two-nine')
promised spectacular performance, so the Luftwaffe chief Hermann Göring allocated 500,000
Reich Marks to the brothers Reimar and Walter
Horten to build and fly several prototypes. Numerous technical problems beset this unique design, made of wood, rubber and glass. The only
powered example crashed after several test flights,
but the airplane remains one of the most unusual
combat aircraft tested during World War II.
Wingspan of 55’, length 25’, powered by two JU
Jumo 004 B-2 Turbojet engines. PO501 $99.00
“Karl-Gerät” (Mörser Karl) “Fenrir, son of
Loki” In German literally, “Karl-device,” also
known as Mörser Karl, was a German WWII selfpropelled siege mortar (Mörser), designed and
built by Rheinmetall. Each gun had to be
accompanied by a crane, a two-piece heavy
transport set of railcars, and several modified
tanks to carry shells because it was so heavy.
Highly detailed model, complete with two
rounds, and a display case. 6” long
PO329 $129.50
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Elless Manufacture This French, family owned business, Ets Sampic Père & Fils, has been making
the finest hunting horns and whistles since 1913. (We like ‘em better than the Brit Acme whistles). This
old company has been supplying whistles to the militaries and policing agencies of France, Switzerland,
Sweden, Denmark, and others for many years, which should make them good enough for us!

Two-Pitch Flat Shooter’s Whistle
Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass, flat hunter’s
whistle, that allows you two different tones, by
merely pushing down the little black button on the
surface. Complete with lanyard. 2” x ¾”
ES198 $19.00

Italian Referee Shrill Whistle
Wowee.., this one will get your attention! Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass with cork pea. Blow
this one, and all the soccer moms will come running. Complete with lanyard. 1 ¾” x ½”
ES134 $19.00

Silent Dog Whistle You may adjust the pitch,
variably, from low to higher frequencies. You can
barely hear any of it, but damned if the mutts
don’t prick up their ears! Fabulous piece, complete
with instructions and lanyard. 4 ¼” long
ES1962 $23.00

Tu-Tone Bobbie Whistle The classic Bobbie unit,
made of nickel plated, solid brass. Pea-less, of course,
but with that wonderful and resonant double
pitched sound. This is the same whistle that various
militaries and police forces around Europe use.
Complete with lanyard. 3” x ¾”
ES1031 $23.00

Boatswain’s Whistle The pipe consists of a
narrow tube, which directs air over a metal
sphere with a hole in the top. The player
opens and closes the hand over
the hole to change the pitch.
The rest of the pipe consists of a 'keel,' a flat
piece of metal beneath
the gun that holds
the call together, and
the 'shackle' connecting a lanyard. Made
of nickel-plated brass. 4 ¾” long
ES27 $25.00

Police Whistle
Gorgeous, nickel plated, solid brass with cork pea,
attention grabber. Seriously! This’ll cut right
through traffic fog and wake the kids up in the
morning. My all time favorite noise maker. Comes
complete with lanyard. 2” x ¾” x .625”
ES1062 $21.00
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WORLD RENOWNED WEAPONS 1/3 Scale
We saw these weapons at the last trade show, and
were blown away by their incredible detail and
quality, and figured we had to share them with
you! These are all non-firing, but totally accurate
models, all made of metal, that you can easily assemble. (You’d have to know how in real life anyway, to clean ‘em after fierce use). Instead of my
blathering on about these weapons, here they are,
and rest assured you’ll be as blown away and
pleased with your purchase as I was. Have fun.
1911 1/3 Scale Everybody is familiar with this
venerable and famous piece! Famous Colt .45, that
has been around forever, copied by many, loved by
all. This is a non-firing, 1/3 scale, all metal model
of the 1911. Other than firing, this does it all.
Comes complete with a magazine and brass bullets
you load. You can move the slide back, engage the
slide lock, which may be released. To operate the
trigger, the beavertail lock must be pressed in, and
the trigger can be squeezed to release the hammer,
just like the real thing. measures 3 ½” x 2 ½”
RW1911 $45

AR-15 1/3 Scale Featuring: adjustable sight and
stock; suppressor, flash hider, functioning trigger,
brass rounds, magazine, stand mount, display base
and screwdriver. about 9” long RW15 $45

AK-47 1/3 Scale Featuring: hand-guard, bolt &
charging handle, simulated wooden stock, flash
suppressor, functioning trigger, cleaning rod, brass
rounds, magazine, display base and screwdriver.
about 10” long RW47 $45

TSMG M1A1 “Classic” 1/3 Scale
Used at large in WWII and later by criminals! Featuring: die cast metal w/acrylic stock, functional
bolt, metal magazine, three dummy rounds, trigger
squeezes in, display stand. 10” long
GGTS $45

M16A1 “Fugazi” 1/3 Scale
The predominant rifle used in Vietnam, from
1964 on. Featuring: muzzle, charging handle pulls
back, ejection port opens/closes, metal mag w/release feature, 3 dummy rounds, trigger squeezes,
select fire switch adjusts, display stand. 11 ½” long
GGM16 $45
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.50 CAL 1/3 Scale
Big mean one! Featuring: removable scope, flip-up
iron sights, functioning trigger, bipod, brass
rounds, magazine, screwdriver. about 13 ½”
RW50 $45

Sniper Rifle .338 Lapua 1/3 Scale
Featuring: removable scope, bolt, functioning
trigger, recoil pad, bipod, brass rounds, magazine,
screwdriver. about 11” long
RWAWM $45

Bullpup “Pumped” 1/3 Scale
Featuring: die cast metal, bolt
functions, metal magazine
w/mag release, three dummy
rounds, trigger squeezes, flat
black, comes with display stand.
11” long GGBP $45

Sig Sauer MCX “Rattler” 1/3 Scale
Featuring: die cast metal, three dummy rounds,
mini suppressor, adjustable sight on Picatinny rails,
charging handle pulls back, ejection port
opens/closes, metal mag with functioning release,
loads and ejects dummy rounds, rubber end on
stock, display stand. 11” long
GGSS
$69

SVD (Snayperskaya Vinyovka
Dragunov) 1/2.5 Scale Fabulous
model, that takes a bit longer to
assemble. Featuring: die
cast black metal with
wood grain metal stock
& guards. View through
scope, metal magazine,
three dummy rounds, bolt functions,
display stand. about12” long GGSV $45
Gatling Gun Model
Terrific small, scale model of the Gatling gun.
All metal, with revolving barrels, mounted on a
tripod, and has a foldable handle. The magazine
is removable. Comes in a box and you’ll have to
do a bit of assembly. 6 ¾” long, 4” tall, 9 oz
RW801 $32
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Alpaca Scarves
The soothing warmth
and comfort that you
will feel with these soft,
cuddly, reversible alpaca scarves are a complete delight. Featuring
a beautiful mix of a
rich hues, it will immediately make you think
of falling leaves, pumpkin pies, and cuddles
by the fire. Made of
our signature blend of
alpaca fiber, you’ll experience the same comfort and care, courtesy
of its impeccable
warmth and softness. Made of 80% Alpaca
20% Acrylic. measure 11” x 78”
SP002 (Sherbert - Shown Top) $60.50
SP013 (Guava - Middle)
$60.50
SP012 (Tuscan Teal - Bottom) $60.50
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Send Orders to:
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Item #

“Albatross” Racing Sloop

AL809 $64.50 SALE! $59.50

Big enough yacht to go out on big water.
Complete with adjustable rudder, reefing sails and a telltale atop the mast.
28” x 35” tall GSS1814 $189.50

Folding Picnic Knife Has a 4-inch

Mini Terrestrial Globe Beautiful little

half-serrated blade, wine key, and bottle
opener. Hardwood handle in walnut
finish. Limited lifetime warranty.

16th century Mercator globe that is
mounted on a small bronze stand. Looks
great on your desk. 4 ¾” Ø x 8 ½”

CKW363 $69.50 SALE! $59.50

GL015 $89.00 SALE! $79.50

Yacht Fog Bell Works great in the

“Cora” Single Line Kite This is a

fog, calls the kids back for dinner.
Highly polished and lacquered on a
plain bracket. Made in America. 8”Ø

large and colorful, 3-D, parrot kite.
Measures 56 ¾” x 31 ½” with a 6’ long
tail. German made by Günther.
50

SALE! $159.

50

GSS1152 $32.

SALE! $29.

50

Order by Fax 24-Hours:
775-463-5581

______________________________________________________

City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: ____________

Qty

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

Description

Price

119

Merchandise Total

S&H

Up to
$26.00 —
$56.00 —
$76.00 —
$151.00 —
$201.00 —
$301.00 —
$401.00 —
$551.00 &

$7.35
$10.59
$13.83
$17.15
$20.39
$23.47
$26.55
$29.79
$32.11

$25.99
$55.99
$75.99
$150.99
$200.99
$300.99
$400.99
$550.99
Over

Since our Secure Answering Machine is
always on, leave your order, comments or
questions, and we’ll call back at your request.

Standard delivery and insurance charges in
USA & Possessions:*

v

**FASTER DELIVERY SUR-CHARGES As much as we want to make things simple,
it has become impossible in today’s world. So, if you want Expedited (3 biz days), Express (2 day) or Overnite or Saturday (where avail.) service, you must call us to get a quote on
the additional freight charges, which are added to the standard S+H charges listed in the table
to your left. Please bear in mind that certain oversize and overweight items must go via a surface
Trucking-line — so make sure you talk with us, ﬁrst, before ordering…

Foreign Orders: (Outside USA & Possessions) Avoid delays. Let us calculate the fastest,
safest, cheapest shipping, and charge your card for the amount.
Signature: ______________________________________________________
***Denotes items that have additional oversize delivery charges. Please call,
we’ll happily give you an up-to-date quote.

Total

Subtotal
Add 7.9%
Sales Tax for NV

Standard S&H*

v

Quoted
Expedited Charges**
Quoted Add.’l
Delivery Charge***

TOTAL†

(U.S. Funds only)

*Shipping & Insurance charges (Non-Refundable) apply separately for EACH Shipping Address. NO CODS.

†All orders $200 or more are shipped requiring a signature upon delivery. If you would like to waive this
requirement and assume responsibility in case of package theft, please check the box here.

Kentucky Bell for Agriculture

Eye of Time Easy to read and versatile

For ranchers and sports fans alike. Or
when you just need more cow bell. Made
of steel and electrically welded. Made in
America. 6.375” tall BTG10 $26.00

battery-driven clock; take out the halves
and use them as reading magnifiers.
Comes gift packaged. Ø2” x 3 ¼”

SC050 $69.50 SALE! $59.50

Credit Card Number: __________________________________________ Expiration Date __________________

Bamboo Utensil Kit with Glass
Straw & Cleaner Handy set of re-

Food Chain Wind-Up Whale

Signature: ____________________________________________________ Telephone ( ______ ) ____________

usable utensils. All made of bamboo.
Straw is glass. Pouch: 9”. Assorted Colors.
50

SSNUKAB $29.

SALE! $22.

50

Pull the small fish out, set it down and
watch the large fish engulf its prey. Great
action & colorful litho. 6 ½” x 2 ½” x 2”

DBS229 $29.50 SALE! $26.50

Lion Door Knocker This gorgeous

Auto Sedan Taxi Great little, all

lion faced door knocker is made of solid
cast iron. 5 ¼” x 3” x 8 ½”

tinplate, wind up Taxi with driver, dating
back to 1926. With original Paya box
and certificate. Only one left! 8 ¼” long

50

ESDB88 $43.

SALE! $39.

50

DBS300863 $176.50 SALE! $119.50
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Phone No.: ( _______ ) ______________________________________________ 8am - 6pm (PT), Mon. thru Fri.

Nifty little desk organizer with two
drawers and several slots. Made of all
bamboo. 12.625” x 5” x 9.625”

BTG09 $169.

____

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Space Saving Desk Organizer
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Order Online: www.lilmoco.com

Payment Method:

Check or Money Order*

MasterCard

*Shipments held ‘til checks are cleared — 15 days.

Visa

AmEx

Discover

When paying by credit card, please use EXACT name and address as appears on your credit card billing.

Your Credit Card Statement Will Read: LUDDITES, INC.
FAST & EASY SHIPPING: All items shipped Standard Delivery
(FedEx, USPS) to 48 contiguous U.S. states for as little as $7.35 within
24 hrs of receipt of order. Faster shipping possible, call. Over-sized items,
please ask for rates. If your order is damaged in shipment, keep the outer
package, and please call us ASAP. If you live in a non-contiguous U.S.
state or territory—Alaska, Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, the
Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands—
additional fees or shipping restrictions may apply.
RETURNS & EXCHANGES: Not what you had in mind? We’ll be
happy to take it back. All items include a 10-DAY* money-back guar-

antee. Call to get a return authorization. Items returned must be in
their original, unused condition and shipped PREPAID.
No C.O.D.s. Shipping & Insurance Charges are NOT refundable.
*except where otherwise noted.

Prices subject to change without notice due to
currency fluctuations.
Please Note: Descriptions and measures are accurate
to the best of knowledge— sometimes errors are made.

321 S. Main Street, Yerington, NV 89447

Visit us on the web at: www.LilliputMotorCompany.com

Investments in Fine Mechanical Art...

1-800-TIN-TOYS

See Page 20 for more Beer Can Models!

Volkswagen “Bulli” Micro Bus
This is the one everyone wants! (They bring
over $100K at auction, anymore). Has the same lack of
features as the rest of these beer cans. Terrific model to
park on your shelf. Large, measuring 12 ½” x 4” x 4 ¾”
HN37522 $149.50
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BEER CAN MODELS Crude and very funky, but very desirable models
of some real classics. These are totally Third-World. Fabricated out of
metal scraps and hand-painted, in outdoor workshops. Incredibly interesting that these find their way to our markets, and are even sanctioned and
licensed by Volkswagen! We find them very interesting and desirable, and
think they fit into any collection. (See more on Page 20!)

It Is With Great Sense of Humor
We Offer These Beer Can Models

